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Preface/Préface

As part of its agreement in late 1985 with Urbanism Past and Present, the Urban History Review now publishes a bibliography of publications in international urban history in each June issue. The bibliography of Canadian urban history will continue to appear in each October issue of the Urban History Review.

The International Urban Bibliography is designed primarily for North American readers. Because of space limitations it must be selective, including books and major articles rather than purely local histories or case studies. In accordance with Canada’s official language policy, mainly English and French-language publications will be listed. References to publications in other languages should be highly significant statements, for which translated titles should also be provided.

The bibliography is organized first in a general part, subdivided into historiographical, economic, demographic/social, environmental/physical, and administrative sections. The larger Regional division has sections on each world region, subdivided by individual countries.

In compiling this first international listing, I thank publishers in the field of urbanism and urban history who sent advice of new books and also Dr. David Buck of Urbanism

Past and Present who provided some bibliographic references. I am also grateful to members of my family and to Peter McCaskell, of the Department of Geography, University of Guelph, for help in producing this listing in the short time available.

Bibliographic references for future international lists would be most welcome. I appreciate the willingness of several urbanists specializing in major world regions to serve as advisory contributors. In the future, items listed will usually be those published in the preceding calendar year. Bibliographic references, for inclusion in the June, 1987, issue are welcome from any readers of the Review, and should reach the Bibliography Editor by January 31, 1987.
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WORLD/MONDE

General/Aspects généraux


Urban Economic Growth and Activities/
Croissance économique et fonctions urbains


Urban History Review/Revue d’histoire urbaine


Bibliography/Bibliographie


**REGIONAL/REGIONS**

North America/Amérique du Nord


**United States/Etats-Unis**


Bibliography/Bibliographie


Latin America


GREENOW, L. “City and Region in the Credit Market of Late Colonial Guadalajara, Mexico.” *Journal of Historical Geography* 10, 3 (1984): 263-278.


PERU/PEROU


VENEZUELA


**Western Europe/Europe de l'Ouest**


**AUSTRIA/AUTRICHE**


**BELGIUM/BELGIQUE**


**BRITAIN/ROYAUME-UNI**


DENMARK/DANEMARK


FINLAND/FINLANDE


FRANCE


GREECE/GREECE


IRELAND/IRLANDE


ITALY/ITALIE


NETHERLANDS/PAYS-BAS


PORTUGAL


SPAIN/ESPAGNE


SWEDEN/SUEDE


SWITZERLAND/SUISSE


WEST GERMANY/ALLEMAGNE DE L'OU EST


U.S.S.R./U.R.S.S.


AFRICA/AFRIQUE


EGYPT/EGYPTE


ETHIOPIA/ETHIOPIE


GHANA


KENYA


MALAWI


MOROCCO/MAROC


NAMIBIA/NAMIBIE

NIGERIA


RWANDA/ RUANDA


SOUTH AFRICA/AFRIQUE DU SUD


SUDAN/ SOUDAN


ZAMBIA/ZAMBIE


SOUTH WEST ASIA/ ASIE DU SUD-OUEST


IRAQ/IRAK


ISRAEL


ISRAEL


JORDAN/JORDANIE


SAUDI ARABIA/ARABIE SAOUDITE


TURKEY/TURQUIE


South Asia/Asie du Sud

INDIA/INDE


PAKISTAN


SINGAPORE/SINGAPOUR


THAILAND/THAILANDE


VIETNAM/VIET-NAM


East Asia/Asie de l'Est

CHINA/CHINE


HONG KONG


JAPAN/JAPON


MONGOLIA/MONGOLIE


PHILIPPINES


SOUTH KOREA/COREE DU SUD


TAIWAN/FORMOSE


Oceania/Océanie


AUSTRALIA/ AUSTRALIE
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